GreA-induced transcript cleavage in transcription complexes containing Escherichia coli RNA polymerase is controlled by multiple factors, including nascent transcript location and structure.
The Escherichia coli GreA and GreB proteins induce cleavage of 3' fragments from nascent transcripts in halted transcription complexes. We have overproduced and purified the GreA protein and tested how it affects initiation, pausing, and termination by E. coli RNA polymerase. Recombinant GreA induced cleavage of two to three nucleotide fragments in two promoter-proximal complexes, whereas an apparently endogenous cleavage removed a single larger fragment. Both types of cleavage stopped once the transcript was shortened to approximately 10 nucleotides. However, during initiation, GreA induced cleavage of transcripts as short as four nucleotides, inhibiting their release as abortive products and stimulating both productive initiation and "primer-shifting" at a weak promoter. GreA induced repetitive cleavage over a long distance in complexes containing a long G-less nascent transcript. However, reverse translocation was inhibited in transcription complexes that contained a G-rich, C-less nascent transcript. Substituting IMP for GMP in the transcript relieved inhibition. Finally, GreA had little effect on transcription through the his and trp leader pause sites or on termination at nine different p-independent terminators. We propose that transcript cleavage and reverse translocation are controlled in part by backsliding of the nascent transcript through an RNA-binding site.